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BACK ON TRACK

WHERE'S_ MY IPOD?

Jeans, Jeeps get in on.
the latest tech trend·
with iPod installation
-SEE NEWS,A2

Men's basketball team picks up big win·against
Houston in C-USA road debut-sEEsP0Rrs,A1

FREE· Published Mondays and Thursdays

www.UCFnews.com • Tuesda*January 17, 2006

Student's ·attacker still at-large
UCF sophomore's throat slit last
week; self-inflicted injury 'unlikely'
SEAN LAVIN
Senior Staff Writer

Casey Finnegan, a sophomore
hospitality management major at
UCF, will celebrate her 20th birthday today - lying in a hospital
bed.
Finnegan was found lying in a
street in Wmter Park at 4 am. last
Wednesday with her throat

7.2

slashed from ear to ear.
After undergoing emergency
surgery at Orlando Regional Medical Center, Finnegan's condition
is improving, but her assailant
remains at large.
An· Orange County Sheriff's
Office incident report states that
Finnegan was unable to tell them
how her throat was violently
slashed all the way to her wind-

$7. 2 million in Federal
grants set aside for high
school drug programs.

SS

pipe.
The report does, however, list
Finnegan's boyfriend as a suspect
in the aggravated battery investigation, but does not identify him
bynanie.
Finnegan was found in the
street near 2704 Ambergate Road
"covered in blood," the police
report states.
Sheriff
Spokesman
Jim
Solomons said Monday that since ·
investigators "have no viable
leads" they haven't yet ruled.anything out - including the possibility that Finnegan inflicted the

55 grants were given to
35l schools last year for
drug testing programs.

2704 Ambergate-Road
Casey Finnegan was
found at 4 a.m.

wound on herse1£
When Finnegan was first
fqund, she told a detective she cut
herself, but later said she didn't
remember what happened.
However, Solomons' raised
serious doubts as to whether
Finnegan was able to inflict the
wound on hersel£
"Based on what the detective
saw, and what she learned from
the attending physician, the severity and nature of the injury would
.make it highly unlikely that it was
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Casey Finnegan, who celebrates her 20th birthday today, was found near 2704
Ambergate Road with her throat cut last Wednesday. The assailant is still at-large, and
the Orange County Sheriff's Office has no viable leads.

POLICE ON Af;

Senate marches

Teen drug use down 19
percent over the past
four years.

closer to goal
of new appeals

(

Parking citations top agenda
to give students second shot
MARK JUSTICE
Senior Staff Writer

Last Thursday's meeting of the 38th Student Senate
brought changes to the Title m Statues, passed a bill
funding UCF's Leadership Week seventeen hundred
dollars, and made further progress toward SGA's goal of
revising the student parking citation appeals process.
The changes to ,the Senate Statues will most strongly effect .members of the Senate, and will establish new
requirements for the groups fall retreat, as well as an
orientation for new members and those who can not
attend the annual retreat. Aida Latorre, Chair of The
Legislative, Judicial, and Rules Committee spoke candidly about these changes.
,
"Some changes include changing the requirements
for the fall Senate retreat as well as providing an orientation for new senators who were not present at the
.retreat or who receive their appointments during the
year." Latorre said. "The idea behind the orientations is
to help new senators become immersed in Senate policies so they can be more effective in Senate."
Latorre also explained that, "Previously, new senators would have to learn policies and basic rules by
attending the meetings and this caused some to not
become active until later in their term."
.O ther changes made at Thursday's meeting included a bill authored by SGA Attorney General Joshua
Eggnatz as part' of his proposal to amend the parking
citation appeals process for students. As it stands, stu~ents must accept a binding decision by the parking
c~tation appeals committee should they elect to dispute
a fme. Under the new proposal, students would have
the option of appealing the committee's decision to the
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NORML AIMS TO MAKE EDUCATORS TURN OVER A
,.

.

Dow Jones awards.
three copying cats
NATALIE ZFAT
Staff Writer

Members say in-school drug tests violates students' civil liberties
ASHLEY BURNS

order to convince local educators and
administrators why it's a good idea to drug
test Obviously statistics show that when it
I
Members of the UCF chapter of the comes to cost-effectiveness it's a total failNational Organization for the Reform of ure. When it comes to actual drugs deterMarijuana Laws are taking a stand at the mined, it's a total failure."
·
Rosen Centre Hotel Thursday while the site
Martineau and his fellow members hope
.hosts a regional student drug-testing sum- to offer a better perspective from the demomit.
graphic in question and will aim to convince
The event, held by the Office of National . the educational decision-makers· in attenDrug Control Policy, takes place at 8:30 am. dance to weigh_ both sides of the argument
and is intended to convince local educators and the potential circumstances involved
that drug testing high school students will with implementing random drug-testing
better serve the environment in public programs in public high schools.
schools. NORMI. will argue, however, that
· 'We're going to the summit as students
national statistics have shown that this and commtlirlty members to state our side
process does nothing to deter drug use and and make our point of view known to the
is nothing more than a waste of money.
general community, seeing as the ONDCP
"My opinion on the event going into it is isn't going to provide that perspective to the
that it's a waste of tax payers' money," said community," Martineau said.
UCF NORML director of public relaJustin Martineau. former president of the
UCF chapter ofNORML. ''They have these tions Christina Kimball. said she believes
5ymposiums with their so-called experts in that the obligation of drug testing and dealt>
·~
Managing Editor

~·

fii~~~~:.::~~:..::.::i:;::=,-~.----~

ing with possible addiction belongs within
the students' families.
"The purpose is to get the other side of
the story;• Kimball said of NORML's attendance at Thursday's summit "The ONDCP
is trying to push for student drug-testing at
the summit and to convince these schools to
take these grants. It's against civil liberties
and it should be put in the hands of the parents and not the school system"
The Orlando summit is the first of four
events to be held nationwide. Between February and May, summits will also be held in
California, Virginia and Wisconsin. The
ONDCP .says that the summits will merely
be used· to promote discussion and deliver
information to school officials in order to
show that the process could help curb drug
use among high school students.
''Every week through media reports and
communities, we are hearing' of more and
. PLEASE SEE

NORML ON AS

On the first day of.school, professor Rick Kenney
gave 16 Journalism students in his Editing I class some
inspiring words: only 100 students from all over the
country receive Dow Jones Internship every year, and .
this year, three of the internships went to UCF students.
The prestigious Dow Jone's Newspaper Fund, which
collaborates with news organizations such as The Wall
Street Journal, The Associated Press, The New York
Times and The Washington Post, has offered three 10week summer internships to UCF's very own Kirn Calhoun, Matt Hedgecock and Patrick McCoy - all Journalism majors.
Kenney explained to his class that more than 800
students from all over the country apply for the Dow
Jones Internship, and that this was the first time in the
history of the program that three UCF students
received it.
Patrick McCoy, a senior majoring in journalism and ·
minoring in Spanish, was the first ihtem in the history
of the Dow Jones Newspaper Fund to ever negotiate his
salary.
.
"I basically had 24 hours to decide. That's not a lot of
time to figure out where you're spending your summer," McCoy said. "(They told me) I would be intemPLEASESEE
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AROUND
CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Sculpting heaven and Earth
The art of sculptor Isamu
Noguchi will open at 9 am.
today and remain on display
until March 4 at the UCF Art
Gallery, Visual Arts Building
Rooml40A.
The exhibition, titled
Between Heaven and Earth:
The Sculpture of Isamu
Noguchi, was curated by Art
Gallery director Theo Lotz
who chose pieces directly
from the Noguchi Museum in
New York.
For information, call the
Art Gallery at 407-823-3161.

Golden Opportunities arrive
The orientation event for
the Golden Opportunities
series of seminars and workshops will be from 4:30 p.m.
until 5:15 p.m. today in the Student Resource Center Room

185.
.
The GO seminars are
designed to get students started on a path that will help
them achieve their professional goals. Any student can participate.
For information, call Emily
Santiago at 407-823-3317.

March on Washington recreated
The Multicultural Center
and the Xi Iota chapter of
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity
, will recreate the historic
March on Washington at 11:30
a.m. Wednesday starting at
the Memory Mall and ending
at Millican Hall.
A brief program that will
include a reading of Martin
Luther King's "I Have a
Dream" speech will follow the
short march.
For information, call
Mackenzie Jordon at 407-8230401.

Digital film competition kicks off
A kickoff event for meStories, a digital film competition,
will be Wednesday from 4:30
p.m. until 7:30 p.m. at the Marketplace Dining Hall.
Information will be given
on meStories and how students can participate. The
event is free and open to the
public.
For rnore information, call
Mary Price at 407-823-4195.

Becoming more professional
PRO Series and Knightlink

will hold an orientation from
1:30 p.m. until 2:15 p.m.
Wednesday in the Student
Resource Center Room 185.
How to become professionally e mployable as you
pursue an academic degree
will be discussed.
For more information, call
Annie Ware at 407-823-2361.

Learn how to zero in on jobs
A job search strategies
workshop will take place from
3:30 p.m. until 4:15 p.m. and a
resume preparation workshop
from 4:30 p.m. until 5:15 p.m.
Wednesday in the Student
· Resource Center Room 185.
For information, call W.
Scott Wise at 407-823-2361.

TECH BEAT

Jeans, jeeps board the iPod bus
REX REIPE
Contributing Writer

At Macworld last week,
Apple
CEO
Steve
Jobs
announced record sales for the
portable media player, following
the trend ofpast quarters with 42
million in total sold
The iPod sales trend has led
many companies to make thirdparty components to cash in on
the success ofthe iPod One such
company, Levi Strauss, debuted a ''
new line of jeans, the RedW'rre
DLX, which features iPod integration.
The jeans, which will sell for
around $200, feature a dock and
controls inside the pockets,
allowing for easier transportation and control of an iPod
Jen Jones, owner of a third
generation iPod and an iPod
Mini, is not sold on the product
''It's easier to clip my iPod onto
my purse or my pocket," she said
"Why would I pay $300 for a dial
on jeans?''
Chris Havreberg owner of a
fourth generation iPod, agreed.
"That seems overkill,'' he said.
·~ [iPod] is very simple to control already."
A potential alternative to iPod
jeans is the FM tuner Apple presented at Macworld. Beyond
providing FM radio access, the ·
product also doubles as a remote
control, hanging from headphone cord It sells at $50, a price
too high for Havreberg~·
"Even the FM tuner seems
unnecessary since the iPod is still
only a cord's length away," he
said
Levi Strauss is not the only

COURTESYOFCHRYSLER

clothier vamping up in its iPod
integration efforts. Spyder, a skiwear company, is offering a new
iPod-friendly jacket featuring
smart fabric technology for
$3,000. The steep price does
include a fifth generation iPod
Two years ago, jacket maker Burton teamed up with Apple to provide an iPod jacket aimed at
skiers and snowboarders. The
result, the Burton Amp jacket, is
a waterproof solution that costs
$500.
Clothing is not the only thing
the iPod craving consumer can
update, the iPod integration

"I have a cassette hook-up,
trend is also flooding into cars.
Some third-party companies which plugs into the earphone
have already offered external jack,'' she said "I'm pretty happy
solutions featuring messy cables. with it. For the most part it
Now, however, Apple's Web site sounds good, not as good as a CD
showcases a wide variety of though. It makes long trips much
makes and models, touting more bearable."
Still, Haar has some interest in
"seamless integration between·
your car and your iPod." The car- Apple's new; car-related features:
makers featured include Jeep, ''It wouldn't be the main reason
Chrysler, Volkswagen, Nissan, ,I'd choose a car, but if I was tom
Honda and BMW; among others. between two cars and one had an
Lauren Haar, owner of a 2000 iPod hOQkup, I'd go for that one,"
Volkswagen Beetle and a fifth she said.
Volkt;wagen's iPod-related
generation ij>od, said she is content with her curient iPod .and features are listed as coming
soon on Apple's Web site.
car situation.
f

New Orleans universities bring life to city
JUSTIN POPE
Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS - New
Orleans is reopening for business
as a college town, though on a
reduced scale. Musician Wynton
Marsalis was scheduled to welcome back students at a concert
Monday night at Tulane University, and classes at Tulane, Xavier
and Southern Universities start
on Tuesday. Loyola and Dillard
started last week.
Many classes will be held in
trailers and hotel conference
rooms while campus repairs continue, and overall enrollment is
considerably lower than it was
before Hurricane Katrina.
Still, more students came
back than initially feared including 88 percent at Tulane.
While no one believes college
students can single-handedly
revive New Orleans, few can
imagine how the city could ever
come back without them.
"I think they're looking for us
to help rebuild," said Alicia

Figueroa, a Loyola University
junior from Miami. stepping off a
Loyola bus tour Saturday of the
city neighborhoods hardest hit
by the flood. "I feel like just by ·
being here, we're giving a hand to
the city. Even just going to the
Winn-Dixie and buying groceries, that puts money into the
city."
An estimated 65,000 students
attended New Orleans colleges
before the storm, and about
40,000 lived in the city, according
to the 2000 census. Because the .
overall population will probably
return more slowly than the students, New Orleans will be even
more of a college town than .
before.
Not only is Tulane the city's
largest employer, but the return
of its students will boost New
Orleans' population 20 percent,
President Scott Cowen said
In the short run, businesses
from bars to bookstores should
see a much-needed revenue
boost. In the long run, the city
hopes they will stay after gradiia-

tion as a skilled work force.
"It's hard to imagine a major
city growing and thriving without having universities,'' said Tim
Ryan, an economist and chancellor of the University of New
Orleans. "They will really give a
breath of new life to the city."
For now, though, it takes a leap
of faith to imagine a thriving college life on several of the campuses.
The neighborhood around
Tulane and 'Loyola is relatively
vibrant, but Xavier, the country's
only historically black and
Roman Catholic college, is in an
area of mostly abandoned homes
and stores. Dillard, near the London Avenue Canal breach, was so
badly damaged that it will not
reopen there until at least nex.t
fall. Even then, it will almost certainly be an island of life in a sea
of empty neighborhoods.
The school presses ahead,
insisting a Vibrant neighborhood
will grow up around the campus.
"There is a wonderful thing
that happens around a campus,

and it is almost inexplicable," said
Brown University President
Ruth Simmons, a Dillard alumna
who has been. working .closely
with the school since the storm.
"It is very hard to find a campus
that is not'surrounded by a viable
community."
There is some worry that,
despite all the talk of a new ethos
of public service, students living,
in the better-off neighborhoods
will retreat to their own bubbles.
"They come back and expect
it to be, 'Uptown New Orleans,
let's have some fun,"' said Kevin
Caldwell, busily serving drinks
Saturday to football-watching
Tulane students Saturday afternoon at a bar near campus. ''That
ain't what Uptown New Orleans
is about any more. Uptown New
Orleans is about rebuilding a
city."
.
Caldwell said he was pleased
to learn Loyola was taking students on bus tours of the most
heavily damaged parts ofthe city,
but that returning students
"would have to be tolerant."

LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL

Today
PARTLY CLOUDY

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus colurrin, send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

,

Apple is touting "seamless integratior!' between specific brands of cars, induding Je.ep, Chrysler, Volkswagen and others, and the owners' iPods.

High:79° Low:56°

•

Today: Warm and sunny with scattered i;louds throughout the day. Tonight: Cool and cloudy with a
chance o( showers in the late night
hours.

owednesday

v

FEW SHOWERS

Thursday
MOSTLY SUNNY

High:62°
Low:41°
High:71°
Low:53°

NATION&
WORLD
Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

Capsule canying comet dust
returns after seven-year trip
DUGWAY
PROVING
GROUND, Utah - The space
capsule that returned to Earth
with the first dust ever fetched
from a comet survived its blazing dive through Earth's
atmosphere in almost perfect
condition, a technician said
Monday.
After a seven-year journey,
the NASA space capsule landed safely Sunday at Dugway
Proving Ground with tiny particles that scientists hope will
yield clues to how the solar
system formed The capsule's
high-temperature plunge from
space lit up parts of the Western sky.
The cosmic samples were
gathered as the Stardust
spacecraft swooped past a
comet known as Wild 2 in
2004. The spacecraft, which
was launched in 1999, used a
tennis racket-sized collector
mitt to snatch the dust particles.
The canister is believed to
hold about a. million tiny
comet and interstellar dust
particles. They are thought to
be pristine leftovers from the
formation of the solar system
about 4.5 billion years ago.
Some samples could be even
older than the sun.

Russia, China, U.S., E.U. said Iran
must suspend nuclear program
LONDON - Russia and
China agreed with the Unitep.
States and its European allies
Monday that Iran must fully
suspend its nuclear program,
but the countries stopped
short.of demanding referral to
the U.N. Security Council,
Britain's Foreign Office said.
In a conciliatory statement,
· Iran's ambassador to Moscow
praised a Russian proposal to
move the Iranian uranium
enrichment program to its territory - a step that could
resolve the deadlock over
Tehran's nuclear ambitions
Representatives of all five
veto-wielding
permanent
members of the Security
Council -'-- the U.S., Britain,
France, Russia and China and Germany met in London
to resolve differences over
what action to take after Iran
:removed U.N. seals from its
main uranium enrichment
facility last week and resumed
research on nuclear fuel,
including small-scale enrichment, after a 2 1/2-year freeze.
The move alarmed the
West, which fears Iran intends
to build an atomic bomb.

Gov. Bush leads delegation of
business reps to South America
TALLAHASSEE Gov.
Jeb Bush will lead a delegation.
of Florida business and government officialsAo .Ecuador
and Peru on a mission to solidify business ties and proIDiote
free trade.
Bush also will use the trip,
which starts Tuesday, to promote Miami as the future location of the Free Trade Area of
the Americas Permanent Secretariat.
Among the items on the
PLEASESEE
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Classes held on Tuesdays
. for Spring2006
Learn how to Escape from
a larger and more
aggressive attacker.
The goal is not to fight,
it is to Escape.
Course ·content is simple
and put to the test right
there in class
No Fees Required

New Vitamin B5 treatment fights
facial ar)d body acne in one
easy step. Guaranteed results!

WfW·Acne-Vitamins ..fom

P/Locks, P/Windowsi Tiit, Cruise, K~yless
Remote, CD, And Much, Much More!!

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 39 MONTHS
* 39 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $249
which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment +
TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C thru ·
Volkswagen Credit. Expires 07/37/06

'

---

:

New Jetta rated as a "Best
Pick" in Side Impact Test.

I·II

- Based On Insurance Institute for Highway Safety Side Impact Test

PER MONTH +
Auto, Air, 6-Disc CD Changer, P/Windows,
MONTHLY TAX
·
FOR 39 MONTHS P/Locks, Alloy Wheels, Sunroof, Loaded!
* 39 mo.

lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $297 which includes security depo!it. PLUS first payment + TT&L. See
dealer for details. Leasing, WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 07/3V06

2006 NEW
BEETLE GL
P/W, P/I., lilt, Cruise, ABS, CD,
Keyless Remote and Much More!

ONLY

Turbo Diesel
Available

$17,998
* Plus tax,

tag and fees. Expires 07/37/06.

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv
.

.

2005 NEWGTI

UPTO

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit, Cruise,
Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
Alarm, Alloy Wheels & Much More!

$5,000 OFF

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 39 MONTHS

2005
·TOUAREG 4X4

BIG SElECTION!

·* 39 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $289 which indudes security deposit, PLUS first

payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. EY.pires 07/3V06

Sound System One, All Power

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warrantv

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

2006 NEW
GOLF GL

2005 NEW BEETLE GLS
CONVERTIBLE

P/W, P/L, Tiit, Cruise, ABS, CD,
Keyless Remote & Much More

LEASE FOR

$249

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 39 MONTHS

· i> /Locks, P/Windows, Tilt,
· Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD
and Much More!

Turbo Diegel .
Available

ONLY

* 39 mo. leaseplus tax. Total due at signing is $249 which includes security deposit, PLUS first

GoToples~I
.

$22,328

payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 01/3V06 ·

,,. Plus tax, tag and fees. Expires 07/3VD6. ·

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv • 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warrantv
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CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
~FIRST TIME
~COLLEGE-GRAD .
~CREDIT
We Can Assist You With:
BUYER

PROGRAM

Drivers wanted~

,

PROBLEMS

VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or Lease)

Al4
"V'I
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•I* II :1z *41 .
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Flea Wodd

SERVICE
DEPT OPEN
SAT 9-5
.....___
_____. ·

_

4175 S. Hwy 17-92
M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD)

'f

~~I 401-365-3300
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visit our website

aristocratvw.com

NATION & WORLD

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

California colleges lure faculty in
with cheap-home promises
DAVIS, Calif. - It doesn't
take a Ph.D. to understand
that home prices in California
are sky high.
The state ranks at the top
for housing costs and near the
bottom for the percentage of
residents who can afford to
buy a home. The state's median home price was $458,000
in November, about double
the national figure, but prices
are far higher · in much of
Southern California and the
San Francisco Bay area, where
three-bedroom homes commonly are on the market for
$600,000 or more.
Such prices have made it
difficult for California's public
universities to attract faculty
and administrators, especially
those just starting_ their
careers.
The solution, employed by
a few California State University and University of California campuses, was for the college. to build its own
community where employees
can buy homes at below-market rates.
The Sacramento campus
plans to build as many as 500
homes for faculty and staff on
25 acres it bought last year. A
30 percent discount on homes
below the region's median
price will help assistant professors get into the housing
market, which otherwise
would be nearly impossible
with a starting salary that
averages $48,000, Matt Altier,
vice president ofplanning and
research at Sacramento State
University, said.
The waiting list already
tops 300, even though the
neighborhood is years away
from completion.

Arkansas college wins Wal-Mart
award for charter school research
CONWAY, Ark. - The
Walton Family Foundation
has awarded Hendrix College
a $20,000 grant to research
the·idea of setting up a charter
school near campus.
James Jennings, chair of the
education department at the
J?rivate liberal arts college, will
use the money for a year-long
study on establishing a school
for pre-kindergarten through
eighth grades, the college said
in a news release. The proposed school would be located across the street from the
campus on a 129-acre tract.
Charter schools are public
schools that operate with
fewer state restrictions, primarily as an alternative to traditional schools. If the study
shows a charter school is
needed, the college will submit a proposal to the state
Board of Education.
The foundation is a charitable organization set up by
the heirs of the late Sam Walton, founder of Wal-Mart
Stores Inc.

Chemical engineering professor
embroiled in trade secret suit
HARTFORD, Conn. - A
former University of Connecticut chemical engineering professor is being sued by
a biotechnology company that
claims he gave away trade
secrets.
·
An attorney for Thomas K
Wood, now a faculty member
in the Texas A&M University
system, says Wood inadvertently disclosed the confidential information in an overlooked · footnote
at a
conference.
Sequoia Sciences Inc. of
San Diego alleges in a suit
filed in U.S. District Court in
Connecticut that Wood disclosed information about a
compound that prevents a
slimy, protective film from
forming over bacteria
The company says the disclosure violated an agreement
it had with UConn.
Wood and his students
tested the compound to determine its effectiveness at preveIJ.ting the formation of a
shield or film that stops
antibiotics ·and the body's
immune system from fighting
bacteria.
Sequoia says Wood disclosed secret · information
about the. compound during
conferences this summer in
Atlanta and San Francisco.
Both sides have agreed to
maintain a confidentiality
agreement untµ March.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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NASA volunteer Patrick Wiggins uses binoculars to look for the Stardust space probe,
which returned to Earth after a seven-year voyage, at Wendover Air Field, Utah, Sunday.
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however, what led the court to
seek to punish Koblev.

· agenda for the Florida delegation this week is a scheduled
meeting with Peruvian President Alejandro Toledo.
Ecuador and Peru combined traded about $2.4 billion
in goods combined with Florida in 2004, according to federal government data.

Heed King's words, remember
Katrina, Atlanta mayor urges
ATLANTA - The mayor
of Atlanta called Monday for
"bold, audacious'" action to
make sure society really heeds
the message of the Rev. Martin Luther King. Mayor
Shirley.Franklin also urged listeners gathered to mark theholiday not to forget the victims of Hurricane Katrina.
"It is our time to step up to
the plate as we have done in
the past to lead this country
and world by example,"
Franklin said at the King Day
service at Ebenezer Baptist
Church, where King preached
from 1960 until his death in
1968.

Iraq's electoral commission says
over 99 percent of vote valid
BAGHDAD, Irag -Iraq's
electoral commission ruled
Monday that more than 99
percent of the ballots from the
Dec. 15 parliamentary elections are valid, opening the
way for a new government to
start coming together.
Final election results have
been delayed by fraud complaints mainly lodged by' the
Sunni Arab minority, and
groups looking for a political
edge in dealing with the Shiite
Muslim majority could still
make further protests and
hold up the naming of new
leaders for two or three
months.
Iraq's electoral commission announced it was throwing out votes from 227 ballot
boxes because of fraud, a tiny
percentage, less than 1 percent, of the total vote that
shouldn't affect the results.

Defense attorney accused of
impeding murder trial
MOSCOW - A court trying the suspected killers of a
U.S. journalist accused one of
the defense lawyers of impeding the proceedings on Jan. ll,
then ordered a weeklong
break.
Ruslan Koblev, who is representing one of the three
defendants, was ac<;used by
the Moscow City Court of a
breach of ethics in the closeddoor trial that began Jan. 10
and· referred him to the
Moscow bar association.
· Two ethnic Chechem and
a Moscow resident are standing trial in connection with
the July 2004 slaying of Paul
Klebnikov, the American editor of Forbes magazine's Russian edit~on. He was gunned
down outside the magazine's
Moscow office in one of the
highest-profile slayings in
Russia in recent years.
The secret proceedir;lgs, to
which the public and media
are not permitted, began in
.what lawyers described as a
very emotional atmosphere. It
was not immediately clear,

Two British men to stand trial for
leaking government memo
A judge has ordered two
British men to stand trial on
charges of leaking a government memo in which President Bush reportedly suggested to British Prime Minister
Tony Blair bombing the headquarters of the Arab satellite
news channel Al-Jazeera.
Civil servant David Keogh,
49, and Leo O'Connor, 42, a
lawmaker's
former
researcher, were charged in
, November with breaching the
Official Secrets Act. Both men
are free on bail awaiting trial.
During a hearing at Bow
Street M:agistrates' Court,
Judge Timothy Workman said
Jan. 10 their trial would begin
with a preliminary hearing at
. the Central Criminal Court on
Jan. 24.
Prosecutors allege that
Keogh passed the secret docu- .
ment to O'Connor sometime
between April 16 and May 28,
2004.
The court has not revealed
the contents of the document.
The Daily Mirror reported
the memo revealed details of a
. conversation between Bush
and Blair at the White House
on April 16, 2004. According
to the newspaper, Blair argued
against Bush's suggestion to
bomb .Al-Jazeera's headquarters in Doha, Qatar. The Daily
Mirror said its sources dis·agreed on whether Bush's
suggestion was serious.
White House spokesman
Scott McClellan called the
newspaper's claims "out· landish and inconceivable."
Blair has said he had no ihformation about any proposed
U.S. action against Al-Jazeera

Winfrey reveals first book club
pick since controversy over last
In her first book club pick
since allegations that some
parts ofher last selection were
fabricated, Oprah Winfrey
chose Elie Wiesel's Night, a
novel so personal that ·the
author calls it a memoir.
Winfrey announced the
selection of Wiesel's autobiographical novel about the
Holocaust on her show Monday. The 77-year-old Wiesel,
who wrote Night in the 195Qs,
won the Nobel Peace Prize in
1986 for a lifetime of writing .
and speaking against hatred,
racism and genocide.
Night is Wiesel's account
of his family's placement in
the Auschwitz death camp
and is the first of more than 40
books, essays and plays he has
written. The book club on
Winfrey's popular television
show has meant huge sales for
selected titles. By late afternoon Monday, a paperback
edition of Night was ranked
No. 21 in sales on Amazon.
Winfrey's last book club
pick, the memoir of addiction
A Million Little Pieces, has ·
drawn criticism over allegations that author James Frey
had fabricated some parts,
including a three-month
prison stint that apparently
never happened.
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Leadership
Week offers
•
seminars·
to students

NORML reps call school
drug tests discriminatory
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SGA Judicial Council
"I think its importarit to give
students the right to appeal their
parking citations through a different source than the parking citation appeals committee," Latorre
said. "In a real court of justice, a
person is entitled to a second opinion in the form of an appeal before
a different jury and this policy will
grant students that right."
The Senate also passed a bill on
Thursday, which provided $1,700.
of func:jjng for UCF's Leadership
Week. Leadership ·Week is the
largest event held at UCF in terms
of the number of organizations
that participate each year.
Last year, seminars held during
the week became so popular that
the classrooms were crowded past
maximum occupancy and some
students had to attend a different
event.
Jill Ehling is the new .assistant
director of the Lead Scholars Progi'.am, and the committee chair for
Leadership Week 2006. Ehling
became the assistant director early
this year, and helping ~o plan Leadership Week is one of the aspects
of her new job that has her most
excited
"One of the most amazing
responsibilities of my new job is to
plan Leadership Week. Because of

~ 1;1~~1:nu;~~%~:k~Jiv~~t~n=
.•1

jj

Ji

campus community." Ehling said.
"I not only have the privilege of
working with the Lead Scholars,
but students throughout the entire
UCF community who believe. passionately in leading with integrity."
Ehling encourages students to
attend this years events later this
Spring, adding that, "UCF has been
hosting. Leadership Week for
almost a decad~ and it gets better
every year."

MAIT POLITI I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Members of NORML man their table outside the Student Union. NORML will attend an Office of National Drug Control Policy summit on
in-school drug testing Thursday. NOR ML maintains that the tests are discriminatory ·and a waste of money.

more schools that have decid- subject to get their informa- event to care about the issue.'.'
Kimball believes that more
ed to implement random stu- tion," Martineau said "Howevdent drug testing into their ,er, the information is conduct- emphasis needs to be placed
schools as a positive and pow- ed by government groups or on the coritroversy these sumerful drug prevention tool," other groups underthe govern- mits are causing and that the
ONDCP Director John Walters ment's employment. It really community and educators
said on the organization's Web gets down to the facts. It costs need to be aware of the ongosite. "Fewer programs deliver too much and it doesn't deter · ing argument for both sides.
'We're hoping to create an
clearer results in helpfug youth high . school drug use. You
turn away from the.destructive could get personal statements awareness about that and to get
behavior ofdrug use and addic- from students or you colild · out there and hopefully let the
tion. While teen drug use is look at the numbers:'
public know there is controver~
Martineau added that any sy and it's not just a black and
down 19 percent over the last
four years, we must continue to school could ask for the·fund- white issue," Kimball said
work in our communities, ing and the ONDCP wou:ld . The ONDCP held eight
schools, and homes to likely give it away, but it could similar summits in 2005 and
strengthen prevention . pro- be put to much better use, has partitioned $7.2 million in
grams."
including the actual war on Federal grants to support the
creation and stability of drug
UCF NORML members drugs.
disagree, · though, as they
"Student testing is probably abuse programs in high
believe that random drug test- the biggest money pit when it . schools. According to the site,
ing is unfair and, while it iden- comes to the war on drugs," 55 grants were awarded to cretifies drug users, there are bet- Martineau said 'We're college ate drug-testing programs in
ter alternatives that are more students fighting for things that 352 schools last year.
within students' rights.
effect our younger siblings and
The purpose of ·the pro·~ccording to the ONDCP,
the members of our communi- gram, according to the ·
the SUil1hlits are the best place ty. We're showing that we don't
PLEASE SEE DRUG ON A6
for the people interested in the have to be stake-holders in the

. McCoy first ever to negotiate his salary
FBOM Al

•
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iE.g at the Santa Cruz Sentinel in
Santa Cruz, Calif., so I spent the
Jiext 24 hours researching the
cj.ty ... Santa Cruz is definitely
not affordable on $300 a week."
· • Knowing this, and still wantibg to accept the internship,
¥cCoy decided it would be
best to contact the chief'copy
editor at the Santa Cruz Sentinel.
.
'
. "I didn't want to be ungrate~
fyl or picky, but I only applied to
places I would want to end up
living at," McCoy said. "So I em.ailed the chief copy editor
apd he wrote me back right
away- 'Congratulations on the
program, thanks for the e-mail,

we will give you $500 a week ...'
He was totally cool about it."
Matt Hedgecock, a journalism major with minors in histo- ·
ry and political science, was less
hesitant about his assignment.
"I said 'Yes' right away," .
Hedgecock said. "I had pretty
much decided to go wherever
they wanted to send me."
Hedgecock, who is also the
Variety section editor of the
Central Florida Future, was
assigned to do copy editing
training at Temple University in
Philadelphia before moving on
to his .internship at The New
Castle News Journal in Wilmington, DeL
Calhoun will intern at the

Orlando Sentinel.
The Dow Jones Newspaper

Fund offers internships in three
areas of concentration: Newspaper Copy Editing, Sports
Copy Editing and Business
Reporting.
Interns with Dow Jones also
receive a $1,000 scholarship
from the Fund if they return for
a fall semester after their internI
ship.
Prior to participating in the
10-week internship, interns will
undergo two weeks of copy
editing "boot camp" at one of
seven .host colleges, including
UCF.
The intensive program will
teach them how to master their
internship
responsibilities,
which include copy editing,
headline writing and designing
layouts for the paper.

McCoy, who was accepted
into the Newspaper Copy Editing division, explains that he
was attracted to the Dow Jones
internship was because of how
unique it is.
"Most internships are geared
towards reporters writing stories," McCoy said. "This was
the first time I had seen an
internship that focused on what
I wanted to get into - copy
editing."
McCoy admits that he doesn't want to be a copy editor forever though.
"I'd really like to get into
investigative reporting ... I want
to uncover corruption," he says,
~ughing. "But I would be happy
doing editorials too. I really just
don't want to be an obit writer."
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Police: Attack not likely random
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Asign near Ambergate Road in Winter Park, near.where Casey Finnegan was found, offers a reward for information dealing with her assault.
FROM
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a self-inflicted wound:' he said.
Despite the mystery that surrounds Finnegan's attack, one
thing investigators agree upon is
that it doesn't appear as if
Finnegan was chosen at random.
''We don't think it was a random act," Solomons said. "We
believe p~etty strongly that she

knew her attacker."
What is known is that the
crime scene was "fairly extensive."
"She may have in fact been
attacked at, or at a fair distance
from, where she ended up,"
Solomons said. "There were
several areas of collections of
blo9d over several vehicles on
the street ... she apparently traveled"

Investigators are communicating with Finnegan by asking
her to write on a pad and pencil
because the injuries to her
throat prevent her from speaking.
Investigators are asking anybody with information about
the attack to contact Crimeline
at 1-800-423-TIPS.
Reports can be made anonymously.

Drug tests a means of healing
FROM

AS

ONDCP, is not to punish students who fail drug tests. Instead,
the orgarriz.ation hopes the testing will help treat students who
. frill victim to drug abuse and suffer from the destructive and
addictive nature of drugs.
NORML members believe,
though, that random drug-testing can't ever be truly fair and it
could be used by educators to
target students with questionable reputations. Martineau also
believes that random drug-testing can be perceived as an act of
racism or to place unfair blame
on schools populated by students in lower income brackets.
''It's another way of continu-

ing the racism in the drug war,"
Martineau said. "Basically, the
way they select students to drug
test is they pick someone they
find under suspicion What's tq
say a person is suspicious? Is that
person acting erratically? Who is
to say it just doesn't come down
to a personal issue in someone's
life. To use that to invade someone's privacy and drug test is
way off base:' ··
·
Kimball added that not only
do the members ofNORML feel
there is discrimination in the war
on drugs, but the actual process
serves as a greater injustice in
creating and promoting equality
among high school students. She
also said that the money could be
put to better use for educational
purposes.

"It's more quietly discriminatory," Kimball said. "There's
alr{\ady discrimination in the
drug war and marijuana prohibition To put that in the school
system and to depend on people
who may not be as informed is
just such a waste of money. Why
not put that money into hiring
more teachers or doing more
productive things?"
Martineau said that the testing will cause embarrassment as
students who use drugs are identified and that the entire process
is discriminatory. Above all else,
,he believes that random drug
testing causes more harm than it
solves problems.
"It doesn't stop someone
from using drugs in the first
place," Martineau said
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C-USA GAME 1: MARSHALL 73, UCF 69 • C-USA GAME 2: UCF 66, HOUS'l'ON 56

IS' .

After holding a late lead against Marshall, in

its first-ever C-USA game, ucy couldn't
hold on and fell to Marshall last Wednesday.

On Saturday night, -UCF bounced back with
one of the biggest wins in program history
with an upset of Houston on the road.

Women's team
breaks .record,

beatsUTEP
Knights Set new attendance mark,
pick up win with timely baskets
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

MATI POLLITI f CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Senior forward Anthony Williams, above against Marshall, was a key to UCF's win over Houston in the Knights' first-eve~ Conference USA road game.Williams scored 25 points.
'

In its first-ever nationally
televised game, the UCF
women's basketball team
- reached two goals on Sunday
night: They set a new singlegame attendance record. But
more importantly, they won
their second conference
game in three days with a 5146 triumph over the UTEP
Miners.
With less than 30 seconds
to go and the score knotted at
46, the Miners forced the
Golden Knights to beat them
with an outside shot. The
Knights were three-of-20
from long range up to that
point. So, when senior guard
LaShay King got the slightest
open look, . she took the
chance and drained a gamewinnfug 3-pointer with 15.8
on the clock.
"I was one-for-five to that
moment in threes," King
said. "So they were really
backing off of me, so I just
shot it. It felt real good."
"If you show it back in
slow motion, you could see .
her praying before she shot
it," sophomore guard Amber
Long said.
King's holy basket was
seen in front of 1,182 people,
which shattered the old
attendance record of 876,
which was set back in 2002.
The Knights said that the
enthusiasm of the fans did
help them they raise their
own intensity.
"The crowd was great,"
King said. "Because as we
were diving for loose balls,
we could hear them scream-

MATI POLLITI f CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Senior guard LaShay King, above left, hit
a key 3-pointer in the final minute to lift
UCF to its second consecutive win.

Ahistoric day
•

•

Women's basketball team set a new •
attendance record Sunday of 1,182.
The previous record was 876 set in
2002.
After losing six consecutive games,
UCF now has atwo-game winning
streak with the win over UTEP.
Lashay King'swinning shot came
with 15.8 seconds remaining.

ing for us to get the ball. So,
-that really helped us hustle
even more."
"I have been excited for
games before but I have
never been so nervous for a
game at UCF," King said.
"Before the gaine, I was
telling
[junior
guard _
Francine Houston], 'Man I
PLEASE SEE
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Knights atone for home loss to.Herd with upset at UH
Speraw says win over Cougars might be
biggest win in history of UCF basketball
ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

There was an empty feeling at
the UCF Arena on _Wednesday
night after an inconsistent effort
resulted in a UCF loss to Marshall.
That void left from losing was
filled with optimism Saturday night
in Houston, · when the Knights
showed what can happen when
they exert themselve!? for' a full ,40
minutes:
For the second straight game
senior forward Anthony Williams
helped carry the Knights, as he
scored a season-high 25 points and
led the Knights (7-7, 1-1 C-USA) to a
66-56 road-win over a storied Hous-

SDSUatUCF
Wednesday
7:30p.m.

ton (9-5, 0-2) program.
It was UCF's first-ever Conference USA win, the Knights' first
road-win of the year, and as Coach
.K irk Speraw sees it, arguably the
biggest win in the history of the
program.
"This might be the most significant win that
program's had,"
Speraw said in a radio interview
immediately following the game. ·
"To go on the road in Conference
USA against Houston ... These guys
[Houston] are rea)ly good."
Only a month ago, the Cougars
were ranked No." 25 in the nation,
following wins over LSU and Ari-

For more game information,
see Sports, AS

UCF impresses in
Lake Buena Vista

our

PLEASE SEE

Cheerleaders,
Knightmoves
finish top 10 in
national contest

WILLIAMS ON A8
ANDY VASQUEZ
. Sports Editor

Men's team stumbles in first C-USA game
CHRIS HOYLER .
Staff Writer

Marshall excitedly potired off
the bench as the time expired on
its inaugural Conference USA
game, a 73-69 win over UCF last
Wednesday night. The Knights
trudged out of the UCF Arena
shocked, losers of their C-USA

opener despite arguably their
strongest first half of the season.
"It's just like Coach [Kirk Speraw] said, that's just how we practice, we practice hard for three
quarters of practice and at the end
of practice we die," guard Justin
Rose said.
PLEASE SEE
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UCF Coach Kirk Speraw, 1.eft, and assistant Tom Schuberth, right,
react during UCF's loss to Marshall, Wednesday at UCF Arena.
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"If.we had this intensity [against Marshall], we win that ballgame."
- UCF COACH KIRK SPERAW, AFTER UCF'S66-56 WIN OVER HOUSTON SATURDAY NIGHT

.

Over the weekend UCF's
cheerleading team and dance
team Knightmoves proved
once again that they are both
among the nation's elite at the
College Cheerleading and
Dance Team National Championship.
The UCF cheerleading
team continued its impressive
performance at Disney's Wide
World ofSports in Lake Buena
V1Sta Sunday night, as the
Knights finished No. 4 in the
nation.
The cheerleading team,
which won a national title in
2003 and was runner-up in

•

The best of the best
How the Knights fared at the
Cheerleading and Dance Team
National Championship

Division I-Acheerleading

1. Kentucky ,
2.Tennessee
3.Alabama
4.UCF
5. Hawaii
6.LSU
?. Indiana
8.Ball State
9.Memphis
10.0klqhoma

Division I-Adance team

1. Minnesota

2.Tennessee ,
3:Kansas
4. Wisconsin
5. Florida State
6. Cincinnati
?. Illinois
8. UCF, Michigan
9. Louisiana-Lafayette
10.LSU

2002, employed a new and
tougher routine in the hope of
setting themselves apart from
the competition.
PLEASE SEE
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Team banished from locker
room as punishment for loss
CATONSVILLE, Md. Maryland-Baltimore County's men's basketball teamhas
been indefinitely banished
from its locker room, punishment by coach Randy Monroe for a subpar effort in a 7558 home loss to New
Hampshire on Wednesday.
UMBC spokesman St~ve
Levy confirmed Sunday that
Monroe has not permitted
the Retrievers to use their
usual locker room since
Thursday.
Instead, team members
are dressing in the courtside
media workroom, which was
also to be used as a meeting
room during halftime of Sunday's home game against
Hartford. Additionally, players have been forbidden to
wear apparel bearing the
school's name.
The Retrievers (6-9) had
been 5-1 at the RAC Arena
before losirig to New Hampshire (5-11), a team that had
been averaging 56.6 points
per game. Monroe, usually an
animated presence on the
sideline, spent most of the
game sitting dejectedly in a
folding chair.

Florida State QB sexton decides
to abandon comeback bid
. TALLAHASSEE - Florida State quarterback Wyatt
Sexton has decided to quit
fqotball after .sitting out the
past season -because of illness.
Sexton, committed to a
psychiatric facility in June
after being found disheveled
and disoriented on a Tallahassee street, said he will
forgo his final year of eligibil- ·
ity to concentrate on his
health and his studies.
"This has been the most
difficult decision I have ever
had to make in my entire life,"
Sexton said in a statement. "I
will focus on regaining my
health and my academic pursuit of getting an MBA"
The school released the
state:rnent Saturday night
without comment from
coach Bobby Bowden or his
staff. Billy Sexton, Wyatt's
father, is the longtime running backs coach.
Sexton had been suspended at the time of the biz.arre
June episode for failing to
take a drug test, Bowden said
in July. That month, Sexton
was diagnosed with Lyme
disease and pronounced but
for this season.
Sexton went 5-2 as the
Seminoles' starting quarterback in 2004. In his two seasons, Sexton completed 142of-257 passes for 1,717 yards
with eight touchdowns and
eight interceptions.
·.
H~ had practic~d with the
team in the fall and during
recent Orange Bowl preparations.
Sexton would have likely
entered spring practice competing for third on the depth
chart with highly recruited
incoming freshman Christian
Ponder.
Rising sophomores Drew
Weatherford and Xavier 'Lee
led the Seminoles in 2005.
Weatherford set an Atlantic
Coast Conference freshman .
record with 3,208 passing
yards.

Texas celebrates national
championship in style
AUSTIN, Texas - With
fireworks and a final send-off
for quarterback Vmce Young,
mor~ than 50,000 Texas fans
turned out Sunday night to
celebrate the Longhorns'
national championship. .
Texas' 41-38 win over
Southern California in the
Rose Bowl gave the Longhorns their first outright title
since 1969. Stepping up to the
podium·on the field at Royal
Memorial Stadium, coach
Mack Brown flashed the twofmgered "Hook 'em" sign as
fans cheered.
"Th)s is one night we can
hook 'em and hold down the
little finger, because we're
No. l,'' Brown said.
The ceremonies included
highlights of the undefeated
2005 season, plus the national championship seasons of
1963 and 1969. Brown also
paid tribute to the coach of
those championship teams,
Darrell Royal.
Young, named MVP of the
Rose Bowl for his 200 yards
rushing, 267 yards passing
PLEASE SEE
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Rough Weeken-d?
Arrested? DUI? Bar Fight?
Disorderly Conduct? Fake ~D~ , ?
Drug Possession? Underage Drinking.
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UCF s Adam Gill, left, and Jermaine Taylor, right, reject a Marshall shot last Wednesday. UCF's defen~e was key to its upset win over Houston.

Williams ·shines at··Hou·ston
FROM
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zona The Cougars were picked
to fmish No. 3 in the conference
in the preseason C-USA coaches
poll
Making- the win even more
poignant was the retired numbers of former UH stars Hakeem
Olajuwon and Clyde Drexler
hanging from the low ceiling at
Hofheinz Pavillion. That duo
helped form the team dubbed
'.'Phi Slama Jama" in 1983, which
came two points short in the
national championship garrie.
The Knights left Houston
fans longing for the days "Phi
Slama Jama" Saturday night.
UCF controlled the game
from the beginning and never
trailed, shooting a red-hot 57
percent from the field while
making seven 3-pointers in the
first hal£ UCF closed the opening stanza on a 10-4 run to lead
36-29 at the break.
UCF pushed its lead to as
. much as 11 in the second half, but
Houston narrowed the lead to
five points in the fmal three minutes.
After losing~ lead in the fmal
minutes against Marshall earlier
in the week, UCF was comparatively much more 'composed
down the stretch against Houston, overcoming a stretch of
turnovers with key stops on the
defensive end.
"Coming down the stretch,
even though we turned the ball
over five times in a row, five
times in a row we got defensive
stops to counteract the fact that
we turned it over," Speraw said.
Defense was a key for the
Knights throughout the game, as
they limited the Cougars to just
31 percent shooting on the night.
The Cougars entered the game
averaging nearly 80 points a
game, but was held to a season. low 56 points.
"The difference was our
intensity," Speraw said. "That
was the whole difference in the
game. If we had this intensity
[against Marshall], we win that

ballgame. That's something that
we're not mature enough to
bring every day and we've got to
learn how to do that."
Williams managed to stay out
of foul trouble and had an
extremely effici~nt night for
UCR He was 10-of-14 from the
field, five-of-six from the freethrow line with nine rebounds
and five blocks.
Senior guard Justin Rose,
who is listed at a generous 6foot-3, pulled down a gam~high ·
and career-high 14 rebounds and
scored 11 points for his third double-double of the season.
Senior guard Troy Lindbeck
provided key points and min-

~'This

might be the
most significant
win that our
program's had."
- UCF COACH KIRK SPERAW

ON BEATING HOUSTON SATURDAY NIGHT

utes from the bench. Lindbeck,
who fmished with 11 points, took
advantage of Houston's zone
defense with three 3-pointers in
3lminutes.
Sophomore point guard
Mike O'Donnell continued to
look more comfortable running
the UCF offense as he played the
entire 40 minutes. O'Donnell
fmished with seven points and
seven assists.
Making the win even more
impressive for UCF was that
junior forward Josh Peppers, the
team's leading scorer, only had
six points after being limited to
24 minutes due to foul trouble.
UCF also didn't have the
services ofJustin Rose down the
stretch, as he was forced to the
bench due to cramps.
UCF returns to action on
Wednesday night in its last nonconference game of the year.
Tip-off against South Dakota
State is set for 7:30 p.m. at the
UCFArena.

FREE CONSULTATION
Office in Orlando
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SDSU at UCF

Wednesday, 7:30 p.m.

•

Where:
UCF Arena

Records:

UCF 7-7, 1-1 C-USA
SDSU4-12

Broadcast:

UCF ISP Sports Network/
740-THETEAM AM

Series History:
UCF 1-0

UCF:
UCF will be playing in its final non-conference game of the year, coming off one of
the more impressive wins in program history at Houston .. . Senior forward Marcus
Johnson returned to the lineup on Saturday
against Houston for the first time since midDecember after serving a suspension for
conduct detrimental to the team.Johnson's
return should help an undermanned frontcourt ... The Knights are 6-2 this season in
the UCF Arena ... UCF returns to conference
play on Saturday against Tulsa at the UCF
Arena at 7:30 p.m.

SDSU:
South Dakota State will be seeking its
first road win of the year after losing its first
seven games away from Fargo ... This is
the second of three meetings between the
Knights and the Jacks, next season UCF. will
travel to South Dakota to play the final
game of the three-game agreement ...
SDSU also played Kentucky earlier this season, but was not as competitive as UCF. The·
. Jacks fell 71-54 to the Wildcats on Nov.13,
while UCF fell 59-57 on Jan.3.

What to expect:
Defense is not a strong point for the
Jacks, who give up 76.1 points per game,
while scoring only 63 per contest. Look for
forward Anthony Williams to have another
big game and for the Jacks to struggle
against the Knights'air-tight defense.

MIS Career Offers:
The average starting salary for Management
Information Systems graduates is $42,084.
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Excellent career opportunities with sue~ companies as
Oracle, Universal, Loc.kheed, Hewitt, and many more. .-

OPEN HOUSE
Saturday, _J an. 21 at Sam
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Management Information Systems Major visit the MIS Depar~ment Web site at:
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www.bus.ucf.edu/mis

Lead evaporates down the stretch
FROM

A7

The Knights fell apart in
the last eight and a half minutes of the game, allowing a 197 Herd run after a Josh Peppers 3-pointer from the top of ·
the key gave UCF a 57-52 lead.
"At that point we could
have done two things,'' Marshall Coach Rob Jirsa said.
"We could have played it safe
or what we did was we got
into the press. We were able to
cause some turnovers right
,t hen out of the P,ress."
"Things kind of snowballed
and we didn't have a c'a lming
presence out on . the court,"
Sper.aw said.
Guard Mike .O'Donnell
played the ·Calming presence
in the Knights near upset of
Kentucky, but he struggled ,
against Marshall. In 36 minutes he shot just two of eight
from the field and was shutout
in six 3-pomt attempts.
Rose was left to handle the
burden of carrying the
offense, producing his best
game of the season with 21
points on eight of 13 shooting
to go along with seven assists
and three steals.
Rose and Peppers combined to cap off the first half
with two highlight reel plays.
After a 3-pointer by Mar. shall~ guard Joe Miles (13 .
'

MATT POLLITT I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Josh Peppers looks to pass against Marshall
last Wednesday. Peppers and the Knights fell
to the Herd after holding the lead late.

points), Rose's no~look pass
led to a Peppers dunk. After a
missed
layup,
offensive
rebound and O'Donnell steal,
Rose took the ball with 4.5 seconds remaining and drove the
length of the floor. Peppers
was wide open again, this time
on the right wing as Rose
found him for a buzzer-beating 3-pohiter.
The crowd of 2,871 didn't
have much to cheer about
after that, as the Knights
shooting dropped from 53.6
percent in the first half to 38.2

1

percent in the second.
"We feel bad because we
went out (last Tuesday) and
handed out flyers ourselves,"
Rose said. "We let our fans
down and we know it ain't
going to be packed like that ·
again, most of them might not
come back."
In the second half, the
Knights were burned by
Orlando native and Dayfona
Beach CC transfer forward
Travis Aikens. He scored 10 of
his 17 points and collected six
of his nine rebounds in the
·final 20 minutes.
"No one can elevate us the
way he can,'' Jirsa said.
"Tonight was a great example
of that."
While Aikens carried the
second half of play, Peppers
struggled mightily, · shooting
just one of nine and turning.
the ball over twice, including
an inbounds pass thrown right
into the hands of Herd forward Markel Humphrey.
The ball promptly ended
up in the hands of Miles, who
coolly drilled a 3-pointer to
start the 19.-7 run. Jirsa immediately went to the full court
press and forced an O'Donnell
turnover, which led to an
Aikens dunk and 3-pointer on
back to back poss.e ssions to
give the Herd a 63-57 lead they
would not relinquish.
fj
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Attend 15 home sporting events during the Fall and
Spring Semester for your chance to win a trip for 2,
all expenses paid, to one of these destinations. Log
onto www.UCFAthletics.com for more information
and to get schedules for all UCF sports!!!
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UCF guard
Shayla Smith
looks for an
opening on
Friday night at
the UCF Arena.
UCF beat Tulane
60-52, ending
the Knights' sixgame losing ·
streak.

Women end losing streak
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

,)

'\

utes
It was the first time the

Knights had not trailed at the
Going into Friday's contest half since December 16, the
against Tulane, the UCF date of their last victory.
women's basketball team was
Both teams shot 40 percent
struggling through a six-game from the field in the first half,
losing streak, all by double-dig- but combined to make a paltry
its.
l-of-11 from 3-point land.
·
The Green Wave took the
But to the Golden Knights, •
that is all history now.
quick advantage iri the second
With the help of another half with baskets from sophosolid game from sophomore more guard Nikki Luckhurst
guard Amber Long and some and Jami Montagnino. But,
tough second half defense, the some
aggressive
Knight
Knights beat the Green Wave, defense would hold the Green
60-52, earning their first win in Wave without a field goal for
Conference USA
the.next seven minutes.
The Knights led for all but
"In the second half, we real33 seconds of the first half, but ly shut them down,'' UCF
due to some mediocre shoot- Coach Gail Striegl~r said. "We
ing from both sides, they were . did a much better job of guardnot able to pull away from the ing witl).out fouling them and
Green Wave for the first 10 making them take shots that
minutes. The game was knot- they did not want to take."
· This stout defense would
ted at 14 when the Knights
went on a 9-2 run, sparked by a allow the offense to seize con3-pointer from senior guard trol of the game.
Lashay King.
The Knights went on anothBut, the lead evaporated by er scoring run, this time a 10-2
halftime. The Green Wave was streak, to grab a 39-35 edge
able to pull down a couple of with 12 minutes to go. Then,
offensive rebounds in the last improved outside shooting
minute that led to four consec- would help them keep that
utive free throws and a tie lead.
Afte:t; hitting just l-of-7 from
score of 27 going into the intermission_
3-point range in the first half,
Free throws were a life- the Knights found their
saver for the Green Wave in rhythm from long range in the
the first half. They shot 10-of-12 second half. Senior guard
from the line. To the contrary, LaShay King and junior guard
the Knights did not attempt a Francine Houston .combined
free throw in the first 20 min- to drain five 3-pointers in the

second half to help the Knights
keep a lead for the final 13 minutes of the game.
· This -was definitely a
change of pace for the Knights.
Lately, their downfall in many
games has come in the final 10
minutes. But, on Friday, the
Knights were able to survive
through some dry spells and
give a competitive effort for a
full 40 ·minutes.
"I think that they have been
continually getting better and
getting more mentally tough,"
Striegler said. "We have to ·survive off of our defense, we can
not give up more than 60
points a night and we have got
to do the little things. And I
think they are buying into
that."
But the Knights did not
waltz victory. Down by five
with 1:20 to go, the Green Wave
was threatening to make it a
one-possession game. Then,
Long took the ball right out of
the hand of freshman guard
Ashley Langford and raced to
the other end for a victoryclinching, streak-busting layup.
Long scored a career-high
18 points to lead all players.
This outing eclipsed her previous career-high of 16 points
that she set just two weeks ago.
Long has scored at least 10
points in three of the last four
games. Plus, due to Houston's
cold shooting in the previous
month, Long has taken her
spot in the starting lineup.

Difficulty
level high for
UCFteam
FROMA?

''It is nice to.be back in the
mix," UCE cheerleading ·
Coach Linda Gooch said 'We
got a lot of recognition for the
difficulty and creativity level
of the routine. Most teams do
similar stunts and make the
routines look the same, but I
feel that we stepped outside
the box and give the audience
something new to watch."
The judges said that the top
spots were the most challenging to decide on and that the
Knights had successfully completed some difficult stunts.
' Kentucky, Tennessee and
Alabama finished ahead of the
Golden Knights.
It was Kentucky's 11th
' national crown in 12 years.
UCF owns the only other
national title since 1995, as the
Knights interrupted the Wildcats' run in 2003.
UCF's cheerleaders have
finished in the national top 10
in 12 of the last 13 years.
Earlier in the evening
Knightmoves UCF's dance
team, finished in a tie for
eighth-place nationally in the
dance competition. Knightmoves had qualified for the
final round of competition
after an impressive performance that left them in fourth
place after day one.
UCF's dance team went
through a significant tra,nsformation this year as they only
returned five from last year's
squad while adding nine fi;eshmen to the mix. That being
said, the eighth-place national
finish by Knightmoves was
impressive.
Also of note, UCF cheerJ.eaders Jackie Martin and
Randy Brown finished third in
the nation in the partner stunt
competition. It was UCF's
best-ever finish in the partner
stunt competition
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Tht ben ta~ting 1moothie on the planet!"
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Welcome to the Planet!
11565 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817
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Pool&
Darts

(407) 306-0066
(Next to Krispy Kr eme)
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Women make national TV debut
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Ana Valtierra along the base- rebounds. Besides her play on
line, forcing her to call a time- defense, Miles scored 10 points
out and causing the fans to off the bench for the secondam so excited for this."'
straight game. Senior Shelby
No matter how pumped up erupt in excitement. 4
That timeout was called Weber brought down 10
the Knights were for this game,
they started out very sluggish with 12:22 remaining. The rebounds.
For the Miners, their top
from the field, missing their Knights' relentless full-court
first seven shots. Luckily for press would limit the Miners to · offensive players, Kasia Krezel
them, the Miners were no bet- just eight points for the rest of and Izabella Piekarska, average
a combined 28 points a game.
ter. The visitors did not record the day.
Junior center Elizabeth On this night, the Polish duo
a field goal until six minutes
Fieser made a rare 3-pointer to combined for 13 points.
into the game.
Valtierra, the C-USA Player
The Miners did hold an put the Knights up 44-40 with
advantage for the last 13 min- 8:39 left. Th'a t would be the of the Week, was held to l-of-4
utes of the half, with their lead Knights' last field goal until from the floor and two points.
Next up for the Knights in
topping out at seven on two King's heroics, but the defense
occasions. Meanwhile, the made sure the Knights would this four-game .home stand is
another tough test with the
Knights were forced into taking not trail again.
UCF Coach Gail Striegler Marshall Thundering Herd
some difficult for most of the
first half, which is the niain rea- called her team's defensive coming to town. The Knights
have taken down the league's
son why they shot just 19 per- effort outstanding.
"Instead of waiting for a spe- best offensive teams. Now, they
cent in the first half.
But they were able hang cific time to trap,'' Striegler will have to stop the conferaround by sinking 12-of-15 free said. "We · just went and ence's current leader.
trapped right away, which realThe Herd sit atop Confer· throw attempts in the half.
ence USA (9-5, 4-0 in conferThe Knights entered the ly caused some turnovers."
The Knights forced nine ence) and are one of two league
contest tied for last in Conference USA in free-throw per- second half turnovers and held tef!,ms without a conference
the Miners to 24 percent shoot- loss (Houston). Most recently,
centage, at 61.5 percent.
The Herd beat preseason
However, staying close is all ing in the final 20 minutes. ·
The Knights improved to 4- favorite Rice, 75-64 on Friday.
the Knights needed to do since
Senior guard Sikeetha Shep~
their defense completely. 12 overall and 2-3 in C-USA.
befuddled the Miners in the The Miners dropped to 10-7, 2- ard-Hall is averaging 16 points
3 C-USA
to lead the Herd in their four Csecond half
In their last two games, the USA matches this season. In
This was exemplified by .
junior forward Keunta Miles. Knights have defeated the top the previous three ·games for
Afte:i; sinking a free throw to two scoring offenses in C-USA. junior forward Crystal Chambring the Knights within three Tulane and UTEP. Both teams pion, she is averaging 11
points at 38-35, Miles stole the were averaging at least 70 rebounds and nine po~ts.
The Knights will look to
inbounds pass and converted points a game. The Knights
continue their recent wave of
the turnover into an easy lay- held both teams under 55.
Of what offense there was, success when they host Marup.
Then, Miles and her team- Long , tallied a gam,e-high 12 shall on Friday at 7 p.m. in UCF
mates trapped junior guard points and grabbed eight Arena.
FROM
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and three touchdowns, used the
I-hour event as a chance to
thank fans who watched him
compile a 30-2 record as a
starter.
Young, who announced four
days after the Rose Bowl that
he'll skip his senior season to
enter the NFL draft, cradled the
crystal . Bowl Championship
Series trophy before thanking
'Jllxas' "beautiful"
and his
teanunates.
.

F

used his t~e at the podium to
announce he'd return for his
senior year, whipping the crowd
into more applause.
That gave Brown a chance to
address next season_ The Longhorns, who have the nation's
longest winning streak at 20
games, return to spring practice
on Feb. 24.
'We're not going to rebuild,
we're going to reload," Brown
said
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407-277-166'5

12727 East Colonial Drive • Orlando, Florida

(At 408 & E. Colonial)

Where gamers go to' play
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STATE & NATION
'We thank you a lot," Young
said as the crowd chanted his
name. "I love y'all and thank you
· for your support."
At least 3,000 fans began the
"Texas Fight'' chant more than
two hours before the official
party started. Lines quickly
grew so long that officials
opened the gates earlier than
expected because the revelers
were impeding traffic.
Unlike Young, offensive lineman Justin :alalock is coming
back to the Lbnghorns. Blalock
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A truly unique video gaming a.renal
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,"'_-~""'irl Featuring the fastest fiber to backbone play
~--~....,. on Xbox games - yes, we have the 360!
Grune on a SO" HDTV, under your own
sound dome, sitting comfortably in a
reclining cinema chair while the Buttkicker™
under your seat literally moves you.
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You have to experience this!
UNIVERSITY BLVD.

68 12 Aloma Ave., Wi~~er Park, FL 32792

(407) 26~-2699
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Senate speaks
louder than Alito
W

ho says that the two
major American parties can't ever agree?
The Samuel Alito hearings
were an exercise in self-aggrandizing on the part of the .
1
Democrats and the Republicans, equally.
They seemed to agree that the
best way to assure the balanced
future of the Supreme Court was
to get in as m:µiy re-election
plugs for their.own campaigns as
possible while the press was conveniently on-site.
The Washington Post published a piece Monday, ~ailed "I,
I, Sir: The Alita Hearings,
Annotated." In it, it was ,
revealed that Democrats used
the word "I" 1,123 times and that
Republicans s.a id "I" 1,180.
Combined, the representatives of the American people
who were supposed to be
grilling the Supreme Court
nominee about his ideology
managed to invoke their own
beliefs far more often than AUto
himself did. He only used the
"I" word 1,907 times.
This shouldn't shock anyone
who followed the first week on
the Alita hearings.
Sadly, we didn't learn all that
much about the nominee him- · ·
self, who counted "I don't
know" among his top threeword phrases, but we were
treated to a virtual campaign
commercial worth of sound

.

'

bites from the Republicans and
precedents, 68 times, possibly
Democrats of Congress.
reassuring those worried about
Rather than attempting to
a possible flip of Roe v. Wade.
figure out what kind of justice
He mentioned "abortion" only
Alito would make, Democrats
23 times and "hardly used the
seemed more interested in
word 'overturn' at all," accordattacking the man and scoring
ing to .the Post.
political points than in asking in
Should this reasstire those
meaningful questions.
concerned about abortion
When they did try, their
rights?
questions were so ineffectual
While he said that he acceptthat little if any useful informaed that the Con5titution contion was solicited. According to
tains a right to privacy and
the Post, Democrats mentioned
agreed that this right protects
"Vanguard" in reference to an
,the use of contraception, his
words on abortion rights were
Alita conflict of interest 68
times. They brought up Roe v.
less clear than those of recently
Wade 59 times and "CAP," a
confirmed Chief Justice
controversial group Alito was a · Roberts.
member of, 29 times. "Above the
Still, the difference may be
law" came up 12' times.
one strictly of tone and word
If that wasn't nauseating
choice. Both refused to say how
enough,Repµblicansspent
they would handle the issue,
their verbal points on praising
and both emphasized that the
the nominee. By the final day of court's abortion precedents
the hearings, an obser\rer would deserved respect.
have thought they were writing
Bowever, Alito's oft-repeated
his eulogy.
insistence that stare decisis,
The word "integrity" was
used 68 times, is not an "inexmentioned 42 times and "fair"
orable command" and refusal to
was used 41 times. The words
describe Roe v. Wade as a "set"confinned" (36 times), "respect" tled" matter is worrying.
(34 times), and "balance" (26
Finally, Alito's words regardtimes) were bandied about with
ing executive power would do
optimistic enthusiasm.
little to calm those worried
While the senators were
about his broad interpretation
making a show of working hard, of executive power.
Alito was proving his knowlOn that subject, he offered
edge of law books.
nothing more than platitudes
He mentioned "stare decithat he understood that the
sis," fancy Latin for respect for
president is "not above the law."

OUR STANCE

Politics could use
more Conan.wit
F

or so many decades, late
night talk show hosts
have made their living off
of satirizing the American government and all of the shame
and hilarity that stems from
political elections.
But Conan O'Brien, the heir
. to the Tonight Show legacy, has
taken political cynicism to an
entirely new leveL O'Brien has
become an unofficial representative of Finland's presidential
election all because of a longrunning joke about his physical
simularities to current Finnish
President Tarja Halonen.
O'Brien has run hilarious
mock ads in favor of Halonen
and has taken even funnier shots
at the incumbent president's
opposition. In one mock ad,
O'Brien declares his political
devotion to Halonen and when
he mentions the name of one of
her·opponents, Prime Minister
Matti Vanhanen, a fish jumps
out of a frozen lake and tells
O'Brien and two Finns how sim- .
. ply hearing Vanhanen's name
makes it want to commit suicide.
The mock ads and artificial
endorsement are· entirely
tongue-in-cheek and, while they
started as a joke for O'Brien's
American audience, they have
taken on an entirely new meaning for the citizens of Finland
since Late Night with Cqnan
O'Brien is aired in Finland five
nights a week.
Halonen won the first round
of Finland's presidential election
with 46.3 percent of the vote, but

now faces a run-off with Finance
Minister Sauli Niinisto. Regardless of who Halonen has left to
face, none of her opponents have
been even remotely amused
with O'Brien's antics. Niinisto's
campaign manager even went as
far as to say that O'Brien's
endorsement, whether wholehearted or just a farce, is detrimental to the Finnish democracy.
Niinisto's camp needs to
lighten up. Maybe the opposi- ·
tion's camp is jealous because
N"iinisto doesn't look like
O'Brien the way that Halonen
almost disturbingly does. But
what Niinisto needs to realize is
that Finland has taken,quite a
monumental step internationally
if the reigning prince of latenight television has given the
country this much attention.
O'Brien's gag iS a far cry from
his days of pulling a lever and _
letting his audience revel in the
cheap production value and horrendous acting of Chuck Norris'
old show, Walker: Texas Ranger.
If anything, O'Brien's attention
to the Finnish election iS a way
for his entire internationai audience to devote its attention to
something other than the unintentional hilarity of this country's political elections.
Mock news television shows
have taken the driver's seat to
political election impact in
America since Saturday Night
Live started running "Weekend
Update." The SNL mockery of
presidents from Jimmy Carter to

George W. Bush have had a
strong hand in deciding this
collritry's political fate •and has
also given birth to the emerging
powers sutjl as The Daily Show
and the Colbert Report.
These shows are as important
to the political climate as the
actual candidates are because
they create an essence of
humanity and humility for people who pretend to be better
than their constituents. To say
that Finland lacks a similarity to
any other country when it
comes to politicians' lack of
morals or strength of character
is just as funny as a fake fish saying a candidate's name makes it
want to die.
There's no harm in what
O'Brien is doing.and, if anything,
he's helping international politics by reminding everyone that
nothing is sacred. Politicians are
no better than a roasted hog
with an apple in its mouth.
They're fair game to everyone,
no matter which country is
involved.
Niinisto's political camp said
that if O~Brien's comments have
any weight in the country's election, then Finland is "in big trou- ble." ·If a goofy, red-headed latenight satirist is the most of Finland's worries, then we should
all pack our bags and buy plane
tickets to Helsinki.
After all, any American
should jump at the opportunity
to say Conan O'Brien is the
biggest political concem in this
co~try.
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Seattle Seahawks aren't flying
~nder anyone's radar screen
The NFL playoffi; to me are
a lot like capital punishment
As a Dolphins fan, I hate ·
being the guy on the outside
looking in As a Rams fan, I
simply hate life. When neither
of my teams are involved, I
really dorrt have much worth
to the whole scene other than
helping my buddies make ·
gambling choices or praying
for the Patriots and the Colts to

lose.

MOUTHING OFF
ASHLEY BURNS

•

Managing Editor

At least Buddha answered
two ofmy prayers this weekend
But this year is different because I still have a
team to watch. I never talk about this team
because my love affair with this city's professional sports has been mostly like water and oil Seattle and me are anything but peas and carrots. '
The Seattle Seahawks have been my quiet
athletic mistress for the past decade. rm a Oolphin tried and true, but sometimes when the cow
is giving out sour milk the bull has to find another teat In this case, when two cows have been
squirting out the curdled goods, I've had to look
elsewhere for my dairy supplements.
OK, I'll be the first to admit that my analogy

was horrendous. I made inyseif
dry heave just writing it But my
p6int is that for so many years
rve had the Seahawks
crammed down my throat
when all I ever wanted was a little Dolphin love.
rve watched ,Seattle quietly.
Year 'a fter year; rve felt that little
pang of defeat with every losing
season and especially when
Matt Hasselbeck famously
uttered the words, "We'll take
the ball and we're going to

score."
Seattle has a long-running history ofbeing the
most depressing sports city in the history of
mankind Forget the fact that it's already considered the most depressing city outside of Siberia
Sports in Seattle are like viJ:gins in Las Vegas. No
matter what happens, the outcome will undoubtedly be bad
However; there's now a chance for that stigma
to disappeat: I can't stand up and scream that rm
the biggest Seattle fan in the universe. Outside
Steve Largent, I couldn't likely name a single SeaPLEASE SEE

ALEXANDER ON A11
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READER VIEWS

Commercial lacks respect:

I want to reiterate what Tara O'Keeffe said
in her last letter about the UCF commercial. I
saw it the first time, and I couldn't believe
what I heard and saw. This commercial sounded is was being narrated by a computerized,
human-toned speaker, with choppy sentences.
The quality of the pictures, resolution especially, was pathetic. The commercial is a disgrace to UCF. I e-mailed University Marketing
and offered my thoughts about the commercial and I
brushed off by the rubber-stamp
response "Thank you for your comments.'~ If
UCF wants to amplify its voice in the country,
and illuminate itself with the prominence
President Hitt sees in UCF, then the university
needs to fmd people who can do high-quality
advertising for a high-quality schooL Ifthe
commercial we saw is what UCF is paying its
staff in marketing to come up with, then the
people on that staff should be fired President
Hitt: Show the country that UCF is a great university and get your staff on their feet to produce a better example of what UCF really
stands for.

was

-S.HALL

· Catholicism rebukes Darwin

Chinese Communists who had and continue
to have, little concern for the dignity of
human life as we hear of countless abortions,
priests and bishop being murdered, etc. in the
Communist, Darwin friendly nation of China.·
-EDWARD ARENT

SOPHOMORE

Creation should be taught

Why is it acceptable to teach scientific creationism, the big bang theory; in our schools
and not creation science? There is no direct evid~ce of the big -bang, but it is accepted as
established fact Somehow, from absolutely
nothing, the universe arose instantaneously.
Nothing means no matter, no energy, no space,
no time, no God, no Satan, no ~ce, no quantum effects, absolutely nothing. This is voodoo
science.
The SCale Expanding Cosmos of Johan Masreliez (see his Web site) accommodates the data
much better than the big bang and.doesn't need
cnitches to survive like the inflation event at the
start of the universe. His universe is eternal·and
depends on only one major assumption: Tune
was incrementally and exponentially faster in
the past and will be incrementally and exponentially slower in the future. This was missed
by Einstein in general relativity. With that simple assumption, Masreliez's model fits the data
much better than the big bang. The nice part of
Masreliez's model is that it permits me to predict that life is eternal and everlasting.
Masreliez's theory is falsifiable from data in
the solar system. So far, the data from the solar
system supports his theories but not the big
bang.
r
A key new aspect ofhis theory is cosmic
velocity drag, which suggests that rotating
objects st0p spinning and bodies in motion
come to rest This stands in contradiction to
Newton's first law of motion. It is supported by
the behavior of the earth, which is slowing
down at a rate not consistent with tidal drag.

As a traditional Roman Catholic that fol-·
lows the Tridentine Latin Mass movement, I
have found the recent exchanges from the
Novus Ordo folks about evolution quite eye
opening. Christopher Beats asked when deacons ever had been considered "experts of the
Church?'' One needs to look at the likes of
Saints Ephrem and Athasius (Athanasius w~
later a Bishop and was exiled and excommunicated invalidly by Arian bishops and by
Pope Liberius, much like Archbishop Marcel
Lefebvre almost 20 years ago) who are Doctors of the Church and were at the Council of
Nicea. The Council defmed the dogma of
"Consubstantiality." Though most Novus
Ordinarians probably wouldn't have heard of
- RICHARD MOODYJR.
this term as modem "English Mass," through
the brilliance of the ICEL, has left out this
term in the Nicene Creed and substituted an
Arian friendly phrase.
When it comes to the origfn of life, w e
As for Father De Chardin, his writings
must choose between two options: either
w ere condemned by the Sacred Congregation gases were always there and evolved over bilofthe Holy Office in 1962. Prior to that, many
lions of years into humans, or a God was
of the beliefs h e held were condemned by His always there and everything else falls ·neatly
Holiness, Pope Pius XII. The. true Catholic
into place. 'nier e is a reason the vast majority
doctrine is to look at Darwin in two ways. At
ofpeople in the world believe in a supreme
the micro evolutionary level, he makes some
being. This is because most people in the
valid observations whereas in the macro evo- .world (74 percent in the U.S. according to the
lutionary level (where the vast majority of the recent Harris Poll) aren't unintelligent enough
controversy is), there is no solid proof on
to believe that we all were once slime in a sea
these theories and they are to be avoided. The
PLEASE SEE READER VIEWS ON A11
fruits of such theory won over Karl Marx and

Life came from somewhere
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of hydrogen. Intelligent
design is not about religion; it
is about science and facts. Are
you familiar with Occam's
: Razor? Or how about the law
· of biogenesis, from Louis Pasteur's .work, stating that life
, can not form except from
other life. Please notice how
this law contradicts the theory of evolution So this begs
the question, "Where did our
first ancestral bacteria come
.from?''
In the article "Theories
and Theology," the people
against intelligent design were
. edited to look educated and
informed, while the deacon
· Laboy was quoted as (or perhaps truly was) a complete
tool From the 1700s to the
1960s, prayer to an intelligent
designer was an essential and
many times mandatory start
to ~e school day. If that is the
· case, wouldn't that have been
supported by the actual
' authors of the Constitution? If
I SO, then how could it Stand
unconstitutional? I do like one
thing Ms. Dupras said in the
article: "[Intelligent design] is
not even a theory." She is so
right. While in this generation
it may be unproven, it never
has been a theory. It has
always been law.
-NATE POOLE

Alexander and a sturdy defense
make Seattle everyone's best bet

mnronng the present I mapping tne future

AlO

overall in the NFL this yeai: No team had a better
balance of offense and defense. People can argue
hawk before 1995. I am saying, though, that I like the Indianapolis or Denver, but they'd have to look at
where the Seahawks were only a year ago and
Seahawks. I like the city, and I like the teams. I just
what they worked with this yeai: Seattle went from
don't get too devoted since predicting the overall
a team with two receivers, who couldn't catch the
outcome is like predicting if a person is going to
avian bird flu ifthey ate a dead Chinese chicken, to
breathe.
a squad led by Joe - freaking- Jurevicius.
With the Colts choking like an ant trying to
Are you kidding me? Joe Jurevicius? Show me a
swallow a porterhouse and the Bears finally showing that their claws weye too dull to make a scratch, person as addicted to fantasy football as me who
I think the Seahawks have a chance to run the table. didn't try desperately to nab Jurevicius offwaivers
and rll show you a liaI:
The Seahawks have the best team still in the
Then there's Shaun Alexander. Granted, I
playoffs. The defense is wildly underrated. rm talkdubbed him Sir Fumble McDrops-A-Lot after the
. ing underrated like Hulk Hogan's performance in
Seahawks beat the Redskins Saturday. But he's the
No Holds Barred. (Again, another bad analogy
best runningback in the league, hands down. He's
except for the fact that the movie is one ofmy all· the MVP and the P-I-M-P all rolled into one.
time favorites.)
Seriously, how can anyone say that a guy who
The funniest moment of the NFL playoffs so fur
led the league in rµshing and broke the NFL record
has been how CBS and FOX have referred to the
for touchdowns in a season flew under the radar?
Seahawks as a team that has been tucked away in
That's like saying that Paris Hilton's sex life is a
the Pacific Northwest and doesn't receive any
qUiethush.
attention from anyone. ·
I don't know why there are so many critics of
Excuse me? Are we talking about the same
the Seahawks. Maybe it's because Seattle has a sad,
team? Am I honestly to believe that the team that
horrid history in professional sports.
finished with a 13-3 regular-season record went
All I know is one thing: When I visited my famiunnoticed this season? The team that rolled off11
ly in Seattle for Christmas, my brother ,took me to
wins ih a row simply received a passing glance~
watch the Seahawks play the Colts. The fans are
That's absurd I know Seattle wasn't tucked
away because I spent way too much time listening • insane, and I don't think anyone can win against
to every analyst, radio jerk, columnist and homeless that offense and that fan base. Not bad for a team
with homefield advantage for the NFC Champiperson scream about how overrated the Seahawks
onship next week.
were this season. Unlike my brothei; a Washington
·Say whatever you want, but rll be watching
resident and huge Seattle fan, it didn't phase me
them like a hawk as.they march to the Super Bowl
because I knew it was hot ak As the famous
philosopher Hunter Hearst Helmsley once said,
Ashley Bums can be reached at
''Don't hate the player, hate the game." '
editor@UCFnews.com
In this case, hate the game that was the best
FROM

The New America Exh i b it i on is open to al l current UCF
Students. Art w ork w i ll be judged on cr eative interpretati on of the New America theme as w ell as t echnica I merit. The exhi b ition is open to tradi t ional and
non -traditional med i a including ·pointi ng;_d r awi ng,
prints, photog r aphy, digital a rt, ceramics, scu lpt ure
and book arts. Scholarship funds will be awarded

to the wi11ners.

For Entry Application go to:

www.art.ucf.edu/submissions

ATTENTION MAY GRADS
®

Congratulations on your
upcoming graduation

Get noticed
Get more

CF· ·Mobi e··
Now here's what you need to do to
launch your career...

Motorola RAZR
ONLY

$4999

I

• Immediately - Register in KnightLink
• Complete Regis tration at the CSEL location across from the Marketplace

• Access KnightLink - Upload resume & profile

• January 3
•

t st - Attend

the Spring Career Expo

II II II

•

(after $50 mail-in r~bate)

II II II •

II

Exclusive offer for UCF FutQre Readers

lO:OOam - 3:00pm in the UCF Aren a

Mention this ad and receive 5 free ring
tones with all new activations
PROMO CODE: • KNIGHTRO •

• By ·February - Apply for full-time employment

Waterford Lakes Town Center• 407-282-7999
Promouon is not available on pn.>pald ~rv1ce_ Plan.'\ start out at $19.~!. Coverage not avallable 111 all areas. Credit approval.
actl.v-.itlon tee. and one-year St'.rvlce agreement requtral with $'.,!00 early termination fee per numhet Taxes. it~'anents, toll<>
and roaming charges oodlllonal. Unused minutes do not carrv over forward.Your use of the servire constitutes aoceptanre of
the '!~Mobile 'le1111s ancl Conditions Including the mamlatoiy arbitration ciau.~. AdcUtlonal rc...~cllon.'\ 3(lj)ly; see 'lemis :md
Condlttons at tt'1ttv.1-mof1il11.cmn for det.1lls. ·1~Mohlle ls a ret!lsiered tr.«lemark cl Deutsche 1elekom AG. - COP\1UGtrr

The

3rct Annual Showcase of Diverse Student Research

March 29, 2006
UCF Orlando Campus, Student Union
Pega~~s Ballroom : 9:00 am - 9:00 pm
Hosted by the VCF Pivision of Graduate Studies and the
Graduate Student Association, the Graduate Research Forum
will include poster displays and oral presentations of student
research and creative projects. The forum is open to UCF
graduate student~jn all d isciplines and the community is
welcome to attend.
I

The submission deadline is February 8, 2006.

Visit www.graduate.ucf.edu
or 407.823.2766 for details.
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THE BEST NEW MINDS IN ACTION
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Legals
Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Time
Help Wanted: Full-Time
Business Opportunities
For Rent: Homes
For Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: General
For Sale: Automotive

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
LADIES 18-22 YRS OLD
N"eed $$?Call 407-963-6479
$500.00 plus/week as actress
GRAPHIC ARTIST NEEDED
The Central Florida Future is currently
seeking a graphic designer for the
Spring semester who has knowledge in
Photoshop, Illustrator and Quark with a
good sense of ad design and
composition. Approximately 1·0 to 15
hours per week. E-mail resume to
Ben@UCFnews.com or fax to
407-447-4556 ext. 217
Assist with all functions of
Accounting Dept. Accounting major a
must. Highly motivated w/ attn. to
detail, flex sch., 25-30 hrs/wk.
$9/hr. Longwood. Email resume to
aklng@consolidatedlabel.com

350
375
400
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525
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600
700
800
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999

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS
For Sale: Homes
For Sale: Pets
Services
Events
Events: Greek Life
Events: UCF ·
Travel
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted
Lost & Found

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556

Immediate Openings '
, $8.50 to $9.50 TO START
Reliable transportation/local
phone, part-time. Call RGIS
Inventory Specialists: 407-896-5406 ·
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

DELIVERY DRIVERS NEEDED Tues &
Fri. Flex .hrs, 12-7pm. KITCHEN
ASSISTANTS NEEDED Mon 5pm-2am,
Thur 2pm-7pm. "Great Pay" No Exp.
Necessary. The Healthy Chef, Inc.
407-339-2433
HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone &-Car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421
Veterinary Assistant & Receptionist
Needed in East Orlando area.
Experience preferred for veterinary
assistant only. Please Contact Isabel
407-447-9444 or fax resume to
407-447-5998

Servers wanted for fine Italian restaurant.
Must have experience, good people
skills. Call Susan at (407) 365-4774
Web Developer - Exp'd HTML, ASP
VBScript, PHP,
. SQL, FfT $11hr +resume to
bill@nextelligence.com

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
· We need Paid Survey Takers in
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on' Surveys.

Advertising S·ales
HELP WANTED

Women ages 21-30 you can help make a
miracle happen! Egg donors needed to
help women who are waiting to become
moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909

Cheerleading instructors to
teach children PfT even., great pay,
must be reliable, & have car, Email
resume to info@allamericanyouth.org
or fax to 813-964-8806. ·
GREAT JOB, GREAT PAY, GREAT
LOCATION! Busy Nature's Table
located in the Cingular bldg. @ 12150
Research Pkwy now hiring servers.
Must be clean cut, friendly and hard
working with great attitude. Open
7:00am·- 7:30pm M-F - Ask for Camille

Growing Company! Expanding to new territories!
.
Advertisin!Y'Media Sales
Will provide training and qualified leads for the right person
Experience preferred. Bi-lingual a plus.
E-mail your resume and references: Laura@ExchangeYourCard.com
Locally owned and operated. Contact us only if you have a can-do attitude.
The Business Card Exchange
Call for an interview 407-671-0023

Earn $1 O in a research study
conducted in Research Park.
Requires approx. 1 hour
Info: email kbezek@gmail.com
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
***www.dogdayafternoon.net***
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net
Ladies: Successful private executive
investor seeks PT personal secretary
for research and analysis of equity
business opportunities. Must be
charming, presentable, and clever.
Req. outstanding people and computer
skills. Some travel. Excellent pay.
(321) 217-4597

All shifts avail. $10 to $22/hr.
Call Nicole at 727-271-2703 or 407-927-1691.

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

(407) 447-4555 .• classifieds@UCFnews.com

INVENTORY TAKERS

IMMEDIATE PRODUCTION ROLES
AVAIL. Cybis Communications produces
live events across the country. We are
seeking exp. camera, audio, lighting,
directing, editing and stage assistants for
audio/visual prod. in Seattle, Atlanta,
Orlando and Hershey. Details:
www.thinkcybis.com/spring2006

AD RATES

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

Online: www.UCFnews.com/classijieds
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

VALET PARKING ATTENDANT
FT/PT weekdays. Must Drive Stick,
Professional Appearance. Hourly +
tips. Immediate Openings. Call Steve
407-303-8025, leave message.

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Help Wanted! College aged counselors,
Camp Wekiva, residential summer camp.
Boys Camp June 10-24th
Girls June 24th-July 22nd. $240/wk.
Contact Mj.Meherg@worldnet.att.net
Need Survey Takers!
Please visit www.TopSurveys.com.
Surveys are FREE to take and you will
get paid for your opinions.
RECREATION/AFTERCARE TEACHER
·Chelle Stack's Gymnastics is now
hiring fun, energetic, responsible
staff members as gymnastics
instructors/aftercare teachers. No
exp needed to apply. Call today
. 407-657-8774.

Dance instructors to teach
children PIT evenings, great pay,
must be very reliable, & have ·o wn car
'
Email resume to
lnfo@allamericanyouth.or.g or fax to
813-964-8806

516

l

Summer Jobs

We conduct

• $2100
·Co-Ed Camp
• Seven Weeks
• Room and Board Included

·Taste Tests
·Mock juries
•Focus Groups
•Political .polling

NO SALES EVER

Get Paid to Play!

Hours S PM-9 PM, Sun-Thurs
Must be available most nights.
This part time position could
lead to full time in May for
the right person. ·

(

The Florida Elks Youth Camp
(FEYC) needs male and female
Summer Camp Counselors ages
18 and up. FEYC is an overnight
camp located off of Highway
450 in Umatilla, FL. The camp
runs June 5 - July 22. Please
contact Krys Ragland at
1-800-523-,1673 ext.251 or
352-669-9443 ext. 251 .

$7.75 & up depending on
experience
and availability

Call Dee

407-671-7143

I'>

ARTIST'S MODEL
Experienced ethical alld reliable model
needed for well established
artist/photographer. Contact Julie
407-629-El,308 or julie@jamali.com

Kid's N ite Out

OVERNIGHT BABYSITIER WANTED
Sched. varies, ELEM. Education major
preferred. Exp. & references.req: Call
407-971-9942 or coopncar@hotmail.com

Now hiring childcare professionals..
who love children and need flexible hours.
Please call 407-828-092·0 ext 0
to schedule an interview.

Hot Dog Makers Wanted
Will work w/ school schedule
Hot Dog Heaven of Oviedo.
3050 Alafaya Trail. 2 miles north of UCF
on right. Apply in person.
PfT telephone sales/customer service
position. Must have excellent phone and
customer service skills and basic
computer knowledge. Flex schedule.
$7/hr. Contact Pam 407-971-4339 or
pam@daysol.com.

Cleaners pay $8.50/hr.
Supervisors $8.00-$10.00/hr.
Looks good on resume, flex hours
must be neat, honest, reliable.
407-422-6411 ext 1.
Wanted female after school baby sitter
from 3:00 to 6:00 pm Monday through
Friday. $9.00/hr. Kids 7, 10, 13 yo. Car
provided for school pickup and after
school activities. Family located walking
distanc~ to UCF campus. 407-491-3365
Pff runner needed for downtown law
firm. Morning and afternoon shifts
available. Must be reliable and have
own transportation. 407-425-0234
ATHLETIC COORDINATOR
The City of Winter Garden Recreation
Department is looking for an energetic, .
self-motivated individual to fill immediate
part-time opening. Position will be
responsible for most aspects of athletic
leagues and classes including
promotions, operations and much more!
Must be 18 years or older. For more
·information ·call 407-656-4155 or apply
online at www.cwgdn.com.

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

Web Programmer

<!tntral :floriba
"1turt '
I NOW HIRING I
I

GRAPHIC ARTIST

r)

We are currently seeking a graphic designer for
the Spring semester who has knowledge in
Photoshop, Illustrator and Quark with a good
sense of ad design and composition.
Approximately 10 to 15 hours per week.
E"mail resume to Ben@UCFnews.com or fax to 407-447-4556 ext. 217
Restaurant

~I

Levy Restaurants, one of the nation's premier dining leaders, is now hiring
enthusiastic and dedicated team members at:

FULTON'S CRAB HOUSE, WOLFG.ANG PUCK CAFE
& PORTOBELLO YACHT CLUB
All locations are seeking:
Experienced Servers • Host Staff
Experienced.Line C()oks •Prep Cooks
Server Assistants • Dishwashers

Flash Designer

We offer competitive wages, great benefits, flexible scheduling & real
advancement opportunities!
·

Copy Writer
Have a fantastic summer and get paid for it
at Circle FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in Lake Wales, FL. Activities
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, May 30 and
leaves Wednesday, August 2.
• Call

Marketing
Graphic Design

407-295-0080

Immediate Work Available!

or visit www.drcle-f-duderanch.com
for mo;e information

Work From Home!
Set Your Own Hours!
APPLY TODAY!
phone: lf07-737-0893 - fax: '107-386-61f28
email': jobs@chrismayr.com

I.

SIO

TELEPHONE
· INTERVIEWER

Office Assistant - Reliable/Energetic,
1 Phones, Filing, Word,
Excel , Quickbooks.
bill@nextelligence.com

PT Cleaning, Evenings

We Need:

s3

Lose Weight & Earn Money!
UCF Alumnus has gone in business
for himself! 23 People needed to lose
weight and earn extra income!
I lost 32 lbs. and earned $1,600 in 6
weeks! Call for FREE SAMPLE &
company presentation.
Cali 1-800-371-7154
Go to www.newshape411.com

Chlld Care Needed; Beverly
Shores/Loch Haven area. 3 days per
week, early morns. Care for 3 & 5 yr.
old. transport to school. Safe driver
and ref. req. Call 407-895-3566 or
407-484-8149

Gain Real World Experience
While Your are Still in School

HELPWANTED

ss

·Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Ad options, upgrades, and additional discounts available
·Economic way to be placed in over 35,000 weekly issues
• Reaching UCF, East Orlando, Oviedo, and Winter Springs
·Classified ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

3 Afternoons and Saturdays.
Retail experience required,
Dance experience preferred.
Call 407.-366-4585

Work From HOME •..
On Your Schedule!

STUDENT

First issue:
Each addl issue:

CM Marketing is an lnteractiue Aduertising Agency that is experiencing rapid growth. Our clients range
from small start-ups to established companies. All employees will haue a opportunity to directly
impa.c t the success of our clients. We are a results oriented culture. We be/ieue in flexible hours and
working uirtually. Our client's success ·sour number one focus.

t

Inbound Calls
$9/hr +commission
• Personality a must
• Great for students
• Flexible hours
·4p.m.-1 a.m.
• 2 separate shifts available

Fulton's Crab House
1670 Buena Vista Drive· Orlando, FL 32830

EOE

www.LevyRestaurants.com

ATIENTION UCF STUDENTS!

Looking for some extra $?
We have the best part time job
in Orlando and you can earn ·
full time pay $8 $20 /Hr.
We offer:
AM shift - professional B2B calling
PM shift - fun residential calling
Flexible schedules - Paid training
Referral Bonus $100
Sign on Bonus $100
$7 per production hour guaranteed
Incentive bonuses for extra hours
Fun and friendly environment
Staff dedicated to your success

!IJ

«'..

Give us atall today and ·get started n~t week
Orlando 407-2\13-9400 •Winter Park 4!87-673-9700
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find out h thou
of
ents.
ve lives and eilm cash by donating
p asma regularly. Plasma is used'to
manufacture unique medicines fur
people mh various illnesses.
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www.dciplasma.com
321-235-9100

Rf.I HELP WANTED:
U.W Part-Time
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I NOW HIRING I

UCF Executt've Custom Home
Greystono Upsool
tono W lt/G tod
5 Min. to UCF on McCulloch Rd.
61313 + 2 for add. pan«ng
Huge Master $850, Reg. $4!'10
Privacy Bath $600, Protesslonal Only
HS Internet, All Applianc s. Util. $10. •
http:l/nancoproportylnvostmonts.com
President Anette: 407-71 G·084S

I

MARKETING INTERN
We are looking for an energetic, imaginative,
hard-working student who is willing to be a key
player in exciting marketing projects this Spring.

Female looklng tor nice, cleen
roommate to shnr 212 condo In
Ventura Country Club. Guard g t d,
fully turn bdrn1, utll, high spo d
Internet, cable Incl. $600/mo. Coll
407-384-6244 for more Info

·Fast-paced work environment
·Great networking opportunity
• Looks great on your resume

• Hours are flexible,
15-20 per week
• Experience is priceless

Must be an animal lover, dependable,
hOni:ist. Clenn facility close to UCF. If you
lov horses, call (407) 366-4834.

~

RECREATION AIDE
he City of Winter Garden Recreation
E> p rtment has an immediate opening
: ror a f'rO!JrEl.m Assistant. Position will
Include Interaction with school-age
chlldr n, planning and leading recreation
activities. Candidates should have
g n r I knowlodgo of childcare and be
creative atid outgoing. For more
Information call 407-656-4155 or apply
onllne at
www.cwgdn.com.
BAGEL CAFE • Shift Mgr Trainee
$7.60/hl plus. FoOd e1<p. & excellent
cust service skllls reqd, Hrs: 7am-2pm.
Will trait1. 407-509-7154

t

king for n energetic. positive, selfmotivated baby-sitter/mommy's helper
tor two young chlld1'9n in the Altamonte
area. Exp.,rel.. CPR cert. reqd.
lght housekei!plng, and.tie Ible hours
· with , m wee~ nds.
mbrehne c11.rr.com

*

Girls
B. oys ·~
mul

'TuVy-rr

Assistant Family Teacher
Girls and Boys Town of Central Florida
is seeking a committed person to assist
in a residential home setting by
providing a structured and nurturing
environment for troubled youth.
Requires a HS Diploma (prefer some
college credits) and a valid driver's
license with good driving record. Must
be at least 21 years old. Required to
work flexible hours and shifts (includes
some evenings, overnights and
weekends). Duties include teaching
and counseling y'outh on appropriate
skills and behaviors, providing and
fostering a loving, caring, and safe
environment and assisting with their
moral, spiritual and educational
development Prefer youth-care
experience. Will receive 2 wks paid
training at our Corporate Headquarters
in Omaha. NE. We offer great no-wait
benefits and career opportunities.
Salary: S10.58Jhour.

Fax (407-365-5310) or email resume
to bol W1QW girlsandboyslDi .org.
Drug TestinglEOE.

One Monlh of Free Rent!
1 BD avalL In a 414 In Pegasus
Landing for .a femafe. SS10/mo •lllh
ems month FREE. Avallabf e

lmmedlat.ely. C.aJI

I (2i87).2'.2:M7SB

NTER PARK VIUA
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grade.. • s.chools! $1_10Mnlm.lh.
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www.mlchel guzman.com

407·929 5489. 407·770·6852
9

1 bd avail. for rent w/ 3 other UCF
Male students In a nice 4 bdrm
house w/ pool. 10 mlns from UCF.
Male students only apply. $600/mo.
AVAIL. ASAP Call Stephanie
305·595·1633 or 305·815·1864

r-~

CHEVY BEFIETTA '96 Wflll 00UJ:16,
I :!!3K, 4 Cyl, Auto, l"L, AO n1:1I ggJd, n~w
tlroll, rune/lookil gr "11. Gr I ll 1ili 011r.
s1 aoo oao. (724)971 ·EiGM
2003 Chevy lmpaJ
t:xo. cond., 40,900 ml., fully lotidt:id wl 10
dleo OD oht1tlg'1r, bltwk WI llAtdd

s11,ooo. 407·340·S!l!l.2
Ron'd ll from ill500I

windows.

LOOK!!!
1 bdrm avail In a large house close to
UCF. Includes In-ground pool, W/D,
& full kitchen. $360/mo. + epllt utll.
Call 407-619-5642, leave message.

1·

-

FOR SALE:
[n'T!I
~ Automotive

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
Share 4/2.5 house. $425/mo plull
1/4 utlls. 5 mlns from UCF. Must be
clean, friendly, and outgoing. N/S.
Includes fully furnished bdrm ond
walk-In closet. Call 954-8114-0553.

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
for rent. $695 to $1295. View our
avail rentals at www.ORLrent.com or
contact us at 407-629-6330.
RE/MAX 200 Realty

312 house, 1 room for rent, Male.
7 mins to UCF traffic independent.
Includes wireless high speed
Internet, most utilities, no pets.
S425fmo. Call 407-497-0899

BU}WSln~ 1994
Plr 1~ vi1lt mv Wfb!ll~ for
lnfo1matlon ohll the
A11h1an'~ progtilm! avallabl~

312/2 house. Furnished, W/D,
community pool, tennis courts, great
location, near UCF & VCC, High
speed Internet $400/mo + 1/3
utilities, Avail ASAP. 321·544-6004

3/2 off University Blvd; wood/tile/carpet,
fireplace, new ale, w/d, updated kitchen
and bathrooms, fenced yard, call for
pets, $1200/mo, 6-12 month lease.
Call 407-678-2160

2/2.5 Townhome 1/2 mile from UCF on
Alafaya by Challenger Parkway
New w/ Security system, Ceramic Tile,
W/D, DSL, and all kitchen appliances
$675/rm or 51 ,300/mo (407) 340·6662

SpcdaliLl11g 111 fi1sf7111111

Roommate Wanted to share

3/2.5 Townhome 1/2 mi. from UCF on
Alafaya by Challenger Parkway.
New w/ Security system, Ceramic Tile,
W/D, DSL, and all kitchen appliances.
$600/rm or $1,800/mo (407) 340-6662

"""°'~(..itw<l'l..oo1'lf:ilot'•a,,.,,..,

Mich leGu1ma11 Rcattor•
Cinrury l1

$425 utll. Inc(. 1 bdrm 11v111i, c!lble,
high speed Internet, w/d, deck w/
grill. Furn 412 home, 10 min from
UCF. Call Mike @ 941 ·812·5120 or
941-795-3008.

E-mail resume w/cover letter to MiiaM@UCFnews.com for consideration.

~orss ranch nssds PT born help - A.M.

Jmpound11l C1:1rfl, trucikfl, UV§,
from $5001 For Info and lletlng!l
soo 741M!11G oxt vsoa
'98 Toyota C
L ~9llv r
13SK, 4dr, Automatic, Lthr lntr,
AIC, Pwr wndw• & dr•, ONLY
00
407·2tJ2'-7748,
crbdt ly@hmmall~om
Pollco

-mty

Close to UCF. Roommates Wanted.
41212 with hot tub. Clean tiled, all
appliances, Internet, all utilltlea.
S500/mo Call n2-359-2797

;a,

FURNISHED HOUSE TO SHARE
4 br/2 BA, all rma furnlshlld llkR a
dorm. Mine from UCF. Ample
Parking, lncludea cable, llftfrnet,
appliances, utllltles Incl up to $100,
AvaJI Now. 321-777-8128

S5a5/mo. IJtllllilm, cali!9, W/D, lmomYt,
inc. Pool, gym,~ oom, ~

I
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lntroduc·i ng WebRevalue
·for your UCFCa~d
.
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WebRevalue is a simple and convenient way to add money to your·ucFCard

WebRevalue:

...

Go to www.ucfcard.ucf.edu.
(From anywhere in the world!)

Clic_
k on the WebRevalue icon
and follow the simple directions.
-.

.

Visit a WebRevalue Kiosk
to load the$$ to your UCFCard.

It's so easy, even your parents can use it!
'

(Hint: Send them the ISO number from the front of your UCFCard)

Use your UCFCard for food, gear,supplies,
and discounted vending all over campus.
Voice : 407.823.21 oo
Fax: 407.823.3278
UNIVERSITY .OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

www. ucfcard. ucf. edu

CARD SERVICES

' >"'-

